Large area - warm-up
Tom and jerry
How it works
Players stand in pairs within a large playing area.
One of the pair must be Tom, wearing a coloured bib/pinny, whilst their
partner must be Jerry.
On a signal from the coach, Tom starts chasing Jerry.
The coach calls out any of these instructions and the players copy the
following actions:
Change - Jerry turns into the chaser and Tom must run away;
Tom - all the red players (Tom) must change to chase a different Jerry
partner;
Jerry - all the yellow players (Jerry) must change to chase a different Tom
partner;
Buster - the two blue players (Busters) run into the playing area to try and
tag any of the players.
If they tag either a Tom or a Jerry that player must stand still.
A yellow player (Jerry) can free another yellow player by tapping them on
the shoulder and red players (Tom) can free each other in the same way.
Red players cannot free yellow players and vice versa.
Play can continue until either all the red players (Tom) or all the yellow
players (Jerry) have been caught.
Alternatively, a set time can be allowed and the winners are the team with
the most free players after 1/2 minutes.

All the players now have a ball. The coach can call any of the previous
instructions and players must do the same as previously described whilst
dribbling the ball at the same time.
When the coach calls in the Busters (blue players) they must try to tackle
and win possession of a ball from any of the other players and then kick it
out of the playing area. The Tom or Jerry who has been tackled can try and
win possession back from Buster until the ball is out of the playing area.
When a Tom or a Jerry has had their ball kicked out they can help their
own characters keep possession of a ball by being available for a pass.
Play can continue until either all the red players (Tom) or all the yellow
players (Jerry) have lost possession of a ball.
Alternatively, a set time can be allowed and the winners are the team with
the most balls in play after 1/2 minutes.
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